INTRODUCTION
This paper concludes the current series on radiative transfer theory in discrete spaces •*•"' by showing how a connection can be established between the theories of radiative transfer and I'arkov chains.
The series so far has been concerned with the internal affairs of the discrete theory: On the theoretical side, the details of formulation of the principle of local interaction were carried to the point where the fundamental equations for the light field were solved on an arbitrary discrete space Xn (reference 1). The discrete-space formulations were then used to derive the invariant imbedding relation which in turn yielded the principles of invariance on Xn (reference 2). In reference 3 the discrete-space formulations were extended to include the phenomenon of polarization. On the practical side of the internal affairs we have the explicit solution, ready for numerical evaluation, of the general two-flow equations on a linear lattice (reference h). The practical utility of the discrete formulations was further underscored in reference 5> wherein the numerical computation procedure of reference h was extended to cover the twenty-six-flow problem in a cubic lattice representation of a plane-parallel optical medium (the type of medium which occurs in the study of light fields in planetary atmospheres and hydrospheres). Finally, in references 6 and 7, it was shown how the problems of the plane and point-source generated light fields could be formulated and solved on an arbitrary discrete space using the techniques developed in reference 1. These solutions can, in particular, be directed toward the problems of bioluminescence in the sea, and auroral and night-glow phenomena in the atmosphere.
The present paper complements the preceding seven by concentrating on certain apparently external aspects of discrete-space theory: It is shown how the notions of discrete-space radiative transfer can explicitly and in great detail he linked to a wide class of physical concepts which at first may be expected to lie outside its usual domain of ideas. This link is forged by demonstrating that the key principle of discretespace transfer theory, namely the local interaction principle, can be cast into a form which satisfies the axioms of a Markov chain. In this way the set of ideas within the discrete space theory are explicitly given membership in the large class of physical processesranging from probabilistic processes in atomic theory, through the dynamics of biological mutations, up to the mechanics of stellar motions in galaxies all of which fall within the domain of Markov chains or stochastic processes in general.
Besides serving to place discrete-space radiative transfer theory At time -fc = O , which we shall call the initial time, let ^2 f .. . } p g, be the probability that the bean is initially at rest on square £., ,
• •• ? &6i , respectively. Now suppose that at £-0 the bean is actually in E / . We agree to let time increase on the board by one unit for every jump executed by the bean. Suppose further that at t~ I t i.e., after its first jump, the bean lands in E.^ . There is a probability for this event. Denote it by j2 lit . This number is found experimentally by repeatedly placing the bean on £i and observing the number Aie, of times out of a total number /? of trials that it lands in E 6 . In general, we define fi^j as the probability that the bean lands in Ey on the condition that it started its hop from E' A -.
We assume y2</ is independent of the time of the experiment. It is quite clear that we require of the numbers f. ° that •>"-* We shall not need to consider infinite gets in this work. In general, by induction, the ordered triple (f t P"j (P n *'J is a However, for the explicit \case of . discrete carrier spaces such as those considered in the current series of investigations, it is an instructive and non trivial task to draw these connections in some detail.
We can give the reader a quick, preliminary insight into the nature of the connection between Markov chains and radiative transfer theory by using the point of view adopted in reference 1, There it was observed that radiative transfer theory is essentially the study of the ordered^triple (X, N^7")> where X is a space, l\/ is the radiance 
Finally, the transpectral form of the local interaction principle becomes:
nn-V)
where x^ is defined analogously to i t ' , except now we use '-.'*•» "Every event belongs, in a strict sense, to all the departments of physics, the latter being separated only by an artificial classification, which is partly conventional, partly physiological, and partly historical."
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